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We think the design of this brochure is
great as is! But, if you do not agree, you
are able to make it yours by making a few
minor design tweaks! Tips on updating
specific features are available throughout
this example text.

This brochure is designed with education
in mind. It has a playful
yet brontosaurus
learning feel
“The
to it. Promote your childhood education
has a long neck,
program easily using this brochure.
and the
triceratops is
smaller with three
horns!” -Arev

Our own designs of

Customize Heading/Text
Stegosauruses!

The Honey Pot
Newsletter

Dinosaurs have

To change any of the text in this
taken over Teddy
document, just click on the block of text
Preschool!
you want to update! The Bear
formatting
has
Just
look
already been programmed for easewhat
of
our future
formatting.

Another Title

paleontologist are
exploring!

“Fossils
showIt is
Have other images you wish
to use?
what
dinosaurs
simple to replace any of the pictures in
used to
lookin the
this pamphlet. Simply double
click
like!”James.
Header of any page. Click twice on the
image you wish to change. Images in the
background might need an extra click as
they are part of the background’s grouped
images. Keep clicking until your selection
handles are around the one image you
wish to replace.

Once the image you wish to replace is
selected, you can either select “Change
Picture”
from the
cut menu,
or click
Irie
and Matthias
areshort
exploring
two different
on
“Fill”
and
choose
the
option
for
methods of comparing dinosaurs based on
“Picture.”
their
shape, size, and abilities.
“The T-Rex has little arms! I don’t think they
can pick up anything!”-Irie
“This dinosaur has bones on its back. It looks
like a Stegosaurus!”-Matthias

“Look I did it!
I put the
string in all the
wholes around
the dinosaur!”
-Marlowe

;
Claire Bear and
Oliver are practicing
their scissor cutting
as make dinosaur
collages.
“I know a lot of
things about
dinosaurs!” -Oliver

Nicolas and Gus are
playing a matching
game where they
match the flash card
with the figurine.
“I found the
velociraptor!”-Nicolas.
“Oh, there’s the
pterodactyl!” -Gus
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Customize Heading/Text
To change any of the text in this
document, just click on the block of text
you want to update! The formatting has
already been programmed for ease of
formatting.
Check out our styling students
from Room 3 sporting their T-Rex
teethor
necklaces!
Title
Heading Here
You can easily change the overall colors of
the template with just a few clicks. Go to
the Design tab and click on Colors. From
the list of colors, you can choose a
different color scheme. As you hover over
the different choices, you can see what the
overall feel of the document will change
with each different option.
Changed the color and want to go back to
the original design? Easy! Just go back
to the Design tab and choose the Themes
option. From the list, click the option to
reset the theme of this template. And
just like that, your document color
scheme will be restored to its original!

From hatching as eggs to becoming
fossils, the children were able to
explore the life cycle of dinosaurs!
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Presented by Mr. Rogers

In this panel, you can highlight even more
information about your organization! Tell
the audience
why you bring
are the
Don’t
“When children
upbest!
something
be shy!
Share,
explain,
and
tell
us
what
frightening, its helpful right away
makes your company so great!

As many as you
want them to be!
Setting the scene!
James is using
stickers to create
a dinosaur scene.
What a fun way to
work on our fine
motor skills!

Making dinosaur-size
carrots was a great way
to tie in learning about
healthy habits and
emphasizing how
important it is to keep
our dinosaur teeth
sharp and strong!

“Large quote goes
here.”
Talking to our children about tragic
events.

How many colors
do Dinosaurs
have on their
skin?

Carrots anyone?

Parent Corner

to ask what they know about it. We
Plenty
of text
will
fit in
any fantasies
of these are
often
find
that
their
panels.
Simply
click
on
the
placeholders
very different from the actual
and add your own text.
truth. What children probably need
to hear
most from us
adults is that
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they can talk to us about anything
We think
the design
this
is
and that
we willofdo
allbrochure
we can to
great as is! But, if you do not agree, you
keeptothem
in any
scary time.
are able
makesafe
it yours
by making
a few
I’m
always
glad
to
be
your
minor design tweaks! Tips on updating
specific
features are available throughout
neighbor.”
this example text.

